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An attacker used a similar bug to steal $30M in July
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MultiWallet Contract

$152 million currently frozen as a result
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More Security Bugs…

Manipulating ether flows via transaction reordering

Reentrant method calls (e.g., DAO bug)

Insecure coding, such as unprivileged writes (e.g., Multisig Parity bug)

Unexpected ether flows

Use of unsafe inputs (e.g., reflection, hashing, …)
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Problem: Cannot enumerate all possible contract behaviors…
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Current State of Automated Analysis 
for Ethereum Smart Contracts
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Fully automated, one-click, 
formal verification system for 
Ethereum smart contracts

www.securify.ch



Securify: Under the Hood

Securify
Report

Static
AnalysisDecomp. Infer

Securify Intermediate 
Representation

00: x = Balance
02: y = 0x20
04: If (x == 0x00) 
06: MStore(y, x)
08:  z = y
0a:  goto 0x42

⋮
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⋮
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02: y = 0x20
04: If (x == 0x00) 
06: MStore(y, x)
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⋮
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⋮

Security patterns 
expressed in a 
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language

Fully automated, easily extensible

Captures key 
semantic facts about 

the contract



ChainSecurity

Swiss-based startup that provides intelligent security 
solutions for blockchains and smart contracts

https://chainsecurity.com

Automated
Security Analysis
Systems

Comprehensive
Smart Contract
Auditing



Summary

https://www.securify.ch

contact@chainsecurity.com

@chain_security

Get in touch with our team 
of security / blockchain / 
program analysis experts

https://chainsecurity.com

ProductResearch

Fully automated

Strong guarantees

Extensible



Demo
https://vimeo.com/user73702627/securify

https://vimeo.com/user73702627/securify

